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Semi-tan, not really rested, definitely ready.  I'm not sure about this template stuff; I'll e-mail Peter w/a 

request for a call to walk me through it.  The finished outline was forwarded under seperate cover.  I have no 

coherent text to send you yet, but can start as soon as the template thing is worked out (I think I have the 

template; I'm not sure I know how to use it).  Is my target date for a "complete comprehensive draft" still July 

15, as called for in the Timetable for Completion document you previously sent me?  Do you want sections 

forwarded to you as I go along, or do you just want to wait for the full draft on 7/15 (or sooner, if it works out 

that way)?I will occasionally need to fact-check on straightforward historical questions, and may need a little 

assistance recalling/sorting out some specific items (e.g., what were the various discrepancies between 

Siebert/O'Neill and the WC findings/published report/official autopsy story) -- can I presume you have no 

objection if I try to enlist Doug's help on these specific questions (assuming he has the time and inclination -- I 

haven't really approached him yet)?  I don't think there'll be too many such instances and, aside from yourself, 

Doug is really the only other person who'd be able to help.P.S.  Thank you for your kind words, re: the outline.  

They were a confidence-booster for me, however hyperbole-riddenTo:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc:	 

From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	06/29/98 03:56:21 PMSubject:	TemplateJoe,Are you tan?  Are you rested?  

Are you ready?Please check to make sure that you have the Final Report template and that it works on your 

system.  If, for some horrible reason, it doesn't work, don't worry about it because we can fix it up here.  But 

see if you can get it to work.How's it going?Cheers,Jeremy 
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